Abstract

**Vivo, ergo sum – sanus**
Communication Studies facing Health as a Construction of Social Knowledge

Thomas A. Bauer / University of Vienna, Austria

A constructivistic system-theoretical view on reality issues (in the context of this article: health) gives insights to come to realize the communication model and the cultural character of terms used as signification of and within everyday life. By that mode of problematization health is to be identified as a model of knowledge within the framework of cultural programs.

Health is not just an objective state of individual corporal or/and psychic balance (state of health), and illness is not (just) an objective state. Health and illness are referential figures, socially constructed by discursive communication and in that sense models of knowledge, terms of reference, which give culturally encoded orientation of how to be, how to feel and how to live. Health, as a model of cultural knowledge, and illness, as a culturally constructed evaluation of experiencing or understanding oneselfs or other’s situation are to one another different conceptualizations of life. There is a unity of difference between health and illness, which is life – or in better words: life is a culturally conceptualized program of understanding oneself in relation to (other) environmental experiences, it is a socially co-oriented measure of reference in order to distinguish experiences or questions of (integrative) identity post festum or in advance. Body, soul and spirit, those three points of reference of an integrative concept of health serve as indicators, by which health communication is able to be focused to cultural measures.

This theoretical approach opens the possibility to deliberate health as a category of (social) life from a closed medical observation, opens the view for illness as a state of social knowledge and challenges the competence of a culturological communication science as a resource of analysis and social intervention. Within this theoretical framework and on that culturological level of communication science the relationship between health, visions of health and health development can be thematized as matter of modeling and shaping life – which is always done unter conditions of society.
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